where u are intervals of length \LU\ < 1. In particular, it is proved that for each fixed xi and uniformly in X2 the function H(x2, x\ ) is of weakly bounded 2-variation in the variable x\ over the period [0, 1] . In terms of the sums W this means that for collections Q. = { u^}, consisting of nonoverlapping intervals oj k C [0,1) the following estimate is valid: sup card ( u^ : W
H)
>£V^ < where card denotes the number of elements, and c is an absolute positive constant. The exact value of the best absolute constant /t in the estimate W lu, -< Kyfq (which is due to G. H. Hardy and J. E. Littlewood) is discussed.
1. Introduction. We study here the special function of two real variables JC2, x\ It is clear from the assertion that the general problem of distribution of values of incomplete Gaussian sums is equivalent to that of investigation of functional properties of H(x2,x\ ). In particular, the estimate (1.4) is equivalent to the boundedness ofH(x2, x\ ) on the whole real plane E 2 = { x = (JC2,JCI),JC2,JCI G E ] -(-oo, oo)} . Estimate (1.4) is due to G. H. Hardy and J. E. Littlewood [5] . Although (1.4) has not been explicitly emphasized in [5] , it is a corollary of iterative application of the approximate functional equation which was discovered by Hardy and Little wood in [5] for the sums W n (x 2 ,xi) = J2 e* i(m2x2+2nvc '\ (JC 2 ,JCI) G E 2 .
Those iterations were carried out in [5, pp.212-213] . E.C. Titchmarsh commented on [5] in [5i] , and presented (cf. [5i, pp. 113-114]) a more detailed estimate of incomplete Gaussian sums in terms of denominators of continued fractions from the variable X2. That comment implies (1.4) as a special case. We note also the joint paper of H. Fiedler, W. Jurkat and O. Koerner [4] , devoted to the asymptotical formula of I. M. Vinogradov's type for the quadratic exponential sums W' n with real variables X2,x\. [4] also contains the proof of (1.4), using iterations of the above-mentioned functional equation (cf. [4,pp. 138-139] ), which is also derived in [4] . To a certain extent, the approach which we apply here to incomplete Gaussian sums is related with that of [4] . We also note that W' n (x2, x\ ) for real X2,x\, after the Hardy-Littlewood's paper [5] , have been considered by several authors. For a survey of those results, the reader may be referred to [5i] , [4] .
On the other hand, the total boundedness of the function H(xi,x\ ) and hence also the estimate (1.4), (cf. (1.5)) is a consequence of a more general result, which was proved in [1] using I. M. Vinogradov's method of exponential sums (cf. [8] Here we present a more detailed analysis of the function H{x2,x\), and apply it to further considerations of incomplete Gaussian sums. Recall some necessary functional definitions.
Let /i(£ ) be some complex-valued and bounded function of the real variable £ on a certain interval UJ , and let we shall say that h is of weakly bounded 7 -variation on a;, and denote war 7 (/i,ù;) the value of the sup above. The notion of (strong) 2 -variation was introduced by N. Wiener, and usefulness of 7-variations in Fourier analysis has been thoroughly studied, cf. e.g. [2, Ch. 4] . We can easily see that for 1 < 7 < S war 7 (/*,u;) < var 7 
<< e~\e > 0).
It is clear that for sufficiently large e the left hand side of (1.6ii) is less than 1 due to (1.6ii), i.e. card = 0, which in particular implies (1.4) . Furthermore, by (1.5) and (1.3) the second assertion is a consequence of (1.6i). We also note that Theorem 1 is best possible, that is we cannot take strong instead of weak 2-variation in (1.6i), and it can be easily seen that
For more details, see section 5 where the proof of Theorem 1 is carried out. In (1.6ii) and (1.7) quo is used to denote the interval u'' = { £ : £ = qr\,r\ G UJ} . Consideration of the local properties of H(x2,x\) (see Theorem 2, Section 5) enable also to estimate the exact value of the absolute constant times ^fq in the right hand side of (1.4 
(Note that convergence and boundedness of £7 (Û5) is a serious matter. In fact it is equivalent to (1.4) or the boundedness of//, cf. Section 3, Lemma 3, and also relations (3. 3)). PROPOSITION 1. (1.9/)
The following relations are valid: 
. \J \q qJ Note that if g = 1 (mod 2) and g = ^, then
Furthermore, given a function/(A ), we let
The following lemma collects identities that are valid for V-continuations. We assume that the values of/(A ) everywhere equal to the sum of its Fourier series, which converges everywhere in the sense of limit of symmetrical partial sums. In particular,
whenever both of one-sided limits exist. In particular
\q qJ »=o q ifq = 2 (mod 4). and it suffices to check the identities for functions/ of the form/ m (A) = e 2nimX ,m -0, ±1,... (cf. also [6] ). Relations (2.8ii)-(2.8iv) follow from (2.8i) and (2.6), where one should take b = 0 in the cases (2.8ii) and (2.8iii), and b = 1 in the case (2.8iv) cf. also (1.3ii). Relation (2.9i) follows from (2.6ii), (2.9ii) is a corollary of (2.6i), and here the cases of/ m (A ) with even and odd m should be treated separately, cf. also (1.3ii). We omit the details.
2) Define the following rational points on the plane E
Next we apply (2.9i), (2.9ii) to the case, when/(A) is the characteristic function of some interval u = [a, /3] , whose length \UJ\ satisfies 0 < |o;| < 1. We continue that characteristic function periodically, with period 1, over (-oo, oo). Then
In in
Given a function h(X ), denote
Using (2.10), we see that (here again we omit the details of simple calculations)
Thus if we define the vector x = (*2, *i) in three different ways corresponding to Assertion 2) of Lemma x = y**, x = y*, x = y^, then keeping in mind that H{-x) --H(x), we arrive at the following relations (cf. also (l.li))
In particular, for b = 0,o; = [0,a], (2.11) and (2.9) (see also (1.3i)) imply (1.5), which proves Lemma 1. 
PROOF . For fixed £, 77 and A > 2£ denote A(A) the expression on the left hand side of (3. li). Then using the estimates
J\\-£n\<A
and observing the Fourier expansion of/, we obtain the following estimate: Since M can be arbitrarily large, it follows that A(A) -> 0 as A -> +00, which completes the proof of (3.li). Finally, if vari(/, [0,1)) < 00, then cf. (2.1ii) the limit V of symmetrical partial sums V N exists by the results in [6] , [6i] , and (3.1ii) follows.
A comparison of (3.1ii) with (2.9i) shows that if q = 1 (mod 2), then
where £ is an arbitrary real solution of the congruence
\ + ~-= 0 (mod 1) (2 = * -) 2 q 2 In particular, for odd q the incomplete Gaussian sums ( 1.2) can be expressed as product of the corresponding complete sum and the Fresnel integral Ç(û ) over appropriate periodic interval:
E^=s[^P.,f i _ ia e-^dX.
and £ satisfies (3.3ii). Thus, relation (1.9i), which provides the implicit value of the best posssible constant times ^fq for q = 1 (mod 2) in (1.4) is a consequence of (3.3).
Next we consider some properties of the following integral analogue of the function H(x 2 ,x\): Choose some £ with e~x « £ << e~l so that (3.13) is valid; then (3.11) follows from (3.12).
We note that assertion 3) remains valid for traces of the function G(x2,x\ ) on a much wider class of curves on the plane E 2 than just lines parallel to x\ -axis. In particular, representation (3.6ii) implies that G(x2,x\) is of weakly bounded 2-variation on every straight line in E 2 .
To prove assertion 4), it again suffices in view of (3.6ii) to show, that (3.14) var 2 (g, [0, oo)) = oo.
We make use of the following estimate of the tails of the Fresnel integrals: However, the assertions concerning the boundedness of GSA and G are not new. They are due to E. M. Stein and S. Wainger [7] and the author learnt about it recently from the book [3] ( 
4.1) lim (H(y 2 ,yi +0~ H(y 2 ,y x -77)) = s(y).

Here and in what follows s(y) for y = (y2,y\) G R(q) denotes the normalized Gaussian sum: s(y) = ql S(y).
Relation (4.1) is an easy consequence of (2.8i), if we recall that H(x2,x\) is the Vcontinuation of the Bernoulli kernel of the first order (cf. (2.2) and (2.8)), and thus
<*)-£'(;-i)G-KD-
Furthermore, it was shown in [6i] that in small neighbourhoods of each rational point y the increments of H (with respect to //(y)) approximately reproduce those of G, the coefficient of reduction being exactly equal to s(y):
.2) (H(y + z)-H(y))-s(y)G(z)^0 (z -0). in particular we have (4.3) H(x)-G(x)-+0
(x-*0).
These relations are valid for all r > 2 (cf. [6i] ). Here we specify the case r -2 and provide a more detailed description of increments of H in rectangular neighbourhoods of each y G R. These neighbourhoods are of the form 
.,y = (yi.yi) G R(q), and let z = (z 2 ,zi),( = (^2,Ci) G ^2 ^ ^M C^ that the points x ~ y + z and x / = y + £ belong to nn(y). Then the following asymptotic formula holds true: (H{y + z)-H(y + 0)-s{y)(G{z) -G(( ))
(
.7U) the summation is taken over all positive and negative integers n with \n\ G UJ.
We postpone the proof of Lemma 4 to Section 6, and now make use of this proposition. Given a point x -(x2,x\) G E 2 , consider the sequence of continued fractions (cf. [5] , or [9, Ch. 1]) of the leading coordinate x 2 : yji = yjiOci) = % (7 = 1,2,...).
We add Qo = 1 to the sequence of denominators <2/ = <2/(x 2 ), and if x 2 is a rational number, then the sequence of 3^ is finite, and we add Q = +00 as the final denominator. Furthermore, fix j -0,1,... and define the rational number yj\ as the closest to the coordinate x\ among the fractions (not necessarily irreducible) with denominators QQj(x 2 ), i.e.,
Let yj = (yj2,yj\ ),Zj = x -yj,j = 0,1, We make use of the following three wellknown properties of continued fractions (cf. [9, Ch. 1]) and best rational approximation to real numbers: Next we define the following intervals on [1/ 8, oo), which depend on the denominators Qj = Q/fe) of continued fractions to^2 of x -fe,xj); Obviously, for that purpose less accurate estimates than (4.12iii) would also be sufficient.
Next, for sake of definitiveness, we assume that \z 2 \ > IC2I an d consider separately the following two cases: .5), which completes the proof in the case (4.13i). As for the case (4.13ii), we notice that (4.5) is equivalent to
The proof follows the same lines as in the case (4.13i) and uses the property (4.8v) instead of (4.8iv) when estimating the remainders R and R f . We omit the details. 
This is an easy consequence of (4.20i). 4) . Note, that we may due to (2.4), assume that 0 < x 2 < 1/2, and moreover that x 2 is an irrational number (the case of rational x 2 can be obviously treated by a continuity argument). Let y 2j -= cijQj 1 denote the continued fractions themselves, and for each fixed jmdb = 0,±l,....Let
Proofs of Theorem 1 and Proposition 1 (completed). Given x 2 , a collection
Theorem 2 can be applied to estimate osc(/z, ujk) for the intervals Uk in Q/(e), and thus due to (5.1), (3.6iv) and (4.20ii), the set ujj(e) is empty if Qj > ce~2, where c is a suitable, sufficiently large, but absolute, constant. On the other hand, since \uk\ > Qj\ for Uk £ Qj(e) 9 we trivially have cardQ/(e)<< Q j+l which by (4.8i) implies that
Therefore, we are left to consider only those/s for which the two-sided restrictions
hold true. By (4.8i) the number of such/s is bounded uniformly in e:
Fix ay with (5.3i) and first consider all those ujk G £&/(£) which contain points of the type (b -0.5)<2~\ where b = 0, ±1 Clearly, the number of such Uk's does not exceed Qj, and thus their total number over ally with (5.3i) is < < e~2 on account of (5.3ii). For each of the remaining Uk G ^(e) there is such an integer b that
In order to estimate osc(/i, CJ^) from above, we make use of Theorem 2 with
Then by (4.5) we see that for each Uk E Qj(e) 9 Finally, to estimate the number of those k for which (5.5iii) is valid with a fixed b, we 1/2 _o _0 _i apply (3.7). It follows that this number is << {zQ-1 ) = £ Qj and consequently
Estimates ( 
«ri\2
, 1 dX = -, 2 and thus, using the asymptotical formula (3.15) we see that the following strict inequalities are valid for the quantities F\, F 2 , F3 :
F,>£(+oo)=-; F 2 > -+g(oo) = 1;
Now denote by £ i, £ 2 , £3 respectively, those values of £ for which the max in the definitions of the quantities F\,F 2 , F 3 is attained. We present below explicit (up to the numerical values of £1, £2, £3) examples of "bad" denominators q, arguments -and intervals UJ, for which the corresponding incomplete Gaussian sums are "large" in the asymptotical sense as q -> 00. We consider odd denominators q only, and use the notation G = (^+1)/2 (cf. (2.7) ).
1) In the case of the short sums, i.e., W a (aq~1) with aq -o{q), (a > 0) as q -> 00, fix an integer k -0,1,..., and let In all these three cases we use the identity (1.5i), and the following asymptotic relations, which are special cases of Theorem 2 (see also (3.6//)) (zi > 0, z\ > 0). for incomplete Gaussian sums of short length (i.e., a > 0, aq -• 0(q -> 00); we consider only odd denominators q, but an appropriate modification seems to be also true for even q). We already have the inequality K\ > F\ and thus (cf. (1.5i)) to prove the assertion, it suffices to establish the following estimate for H(x2,x\):
where c is an absolute positive constant. Clearly, we can assume that x 2 G (0,1/ 2),x\ G (0,1/2). Consider the continued fractions ajQj x ,j = 0,1,2,..., corresponding tox2 (see section 4; we let ao = 0, go = 1), and find a number j such that
Let y ; = (ajQr\0y, then x = fe,x0 G • (#) (cf. (4.8ii) and (4.4)) and Hty) = 0. Thus, we can apply Theorem 2, and it follows from (4.5) and (4.8ii) that
Since \s{y)\ < 1 for all y G R and max \G\ = F x (cf. (3.6iv)), (5.10) follows, thereby completing the proof.
6. Some formulae of summation. The main goal of this Section is to prove Lemma 4, which was used above in the proof of Theorem 2. This is achieved by auxiliary statements-Lemmas 5 and 6, which are of a well known type in Analytic Number Theory: oscillatory sums are substuted by appropriate integrals, and the corresponding error terms are estimated. This general scheme originates from early papers of Vinogradov and the work of Van der Corput.
Let B(X ) denote the Bernoulli kernel of the first order, (cf. is continuous on u, and is continuously differentiable everywhere on that interval except for the integral points A G w. On account of (6.6) and definitions of a(X),b(X) the derivative c'(X ) is computed as follows:
In particular, c(A) is absolutely continuous on u, and integration by parts shows that Since p < < q, we have W n < < V, and thus using summation by parts we see that 
b(n,\) = A (l \q(p(Xq + fi),X).
To estimate /?i and /?2, we use summation by parts once again. For convenience we will use the symbol 3 to denote differentiation with respect to the parameter /x, i.e., d = j-. Then we have These estimates and (6.14i), (6.16), (6.18) imply the validity of (6.10) with*,-, 1 <j < 5, in the remainder terms. Now, if 3ft^/(A ) and S<^;(A ) are piecewise monotonous, the same is true for ?R(^(A) and 3(/?(A). In this case we have 
